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Submission:
Thankyou for listening to my submission.i am writing to you today as a concerned 42 year old citizen born
and raised here in Australia. I have been a proud labour supporter for most of my life and believed that the
party spoke mostly for the workers and lower to middle class Australians in defending their rights and
voicing there needs. Since the start of the pandemic I like most Australians had trust in our government to
protect and serve us during this phase of the global tragedy and have been following the rules that have been
put in place by the Chief health officer. Like most Australian I have been separated from the comfort of my
family and most importantly my finance with whom I have been together with for over 3 years and had made
plans to get married in 2021 here in Australia in which we planned to reside.it has been close to a year now
in which we have been physically able to meet and inturn has causes a strain on our relationship.
Since the start of the state of emergency my confindence was with the labour goverment up untill the end of
the 6 month where we found over 700+ Australians died due to the miss management of the hotel quarantine
mesures set in place by Daniel Andrews government and the draconian laws set in place by them putting
many other lives in jeopardy and turmoil.
As im writing to you today we have 0 cases of deaths and 14 new cases but we are in stage 4 lockdowns with
many businesses and families bankrupt and with no hope given by government to see us through. My
support has deteriorated rapidly for the labour party and I have No Confidence left in the Australian Labour
party and its governing of Victoria. Their failed hotel quarantine mesures have cost the lives of over 700+
victorian and I also strongly request their be a royal commission in to the hotel quarintine issue and those in
positions of authority over the planning and implimenting phase be held accountable under workplace
manslaughter laws for there incompetence.
As I said the cases are 0 deaths and 2 digit infection rates and has been like this for the past few weeks but
still the government feels the need to requested and pass the omnibus bill which have given them more
powers over our liberty and freedoms. I dont understand how our parlimiant can accept in giving such
powers to people who are still under investigation for allegedly being responsible for the death of over 700
lives again I request their me a royal commission into the hotel quarantine tragedy as has been when we had
200 lives lost in the bush fires of 2018-2019.
I implore you to end the lockdown and allow free travel for all Australians around Australia and also allow
for international departures to commence so many may be with their loved ones overseas.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
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Please allow for a royal commision in to the Daniel Andrews government's hotel qquarantine failures which
have started the second wave and also cost rhe lives of 700+ Australians. Please allow for those guilty to be
given the punishment of the workplace manslaughter laws to those guilty. Please don't allowr our liberties
and freedoms to be destroyed or eroded further. Please ammend the no jab no pay or no jab no play rule as
many Australians have lost trust and belief in this government management with anything regarding the
health Victorians.

